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T
he living cell plasma membrane
serves as a boundary that regulates
the import and export of molecules.

Ions and small molecules enter cells by
passively diffusing across lipid bilayers or
through membrane channels. Large solid
objects enter cells by a mechanism called
endocytosis, during which the cell mem-
brane engulfs the objects into membrane-
bound vesicles and directs them to design-
ated intracellular pathways.1 Recently, it
was discovered that cationic nanoparticles
(NPs) are able to enter cells in a nonendo-
cytotic fashion,2 featuring fast and large
uptake, without toxic effects to the cell if
introduced at low concentration.3 These
properties make cationic NPs promising
candidates for drug delivery.4,5 On the other
hand, scientists discovered that certain pro-
teins possess short sequence segments that
manage to make the proteins translocate
across cell membranes in a seemingly en-
ergy-independent manner.6 These small

segments, which are named cell-penetrat-
ing peptides (CPPs), are positively charged
and proven exceptionally effective in deli-
vering cargos of various sizes (from small
chemical molecules to large fragments of
DNA) into cells.7�9 Although both cationic
NPs and CPPs have shown great potential as
drug transporters, the mechanism by which
they translocate across cell membranes into
cells is yet unclear.
Experiments with cationic AuNPs show

that their uptake is extremely fast (within
seconds) and is ATP-independent (at 4 �C).3

Upon entry to cells, these NPs can induce
depolarization as well as the increase of
Ca2þ level in the cytosol. However, prior
depolarization of the cells can lead to a
large reduction in uptake. Patch clamp
studies show an unregulated current�vol-
tage relationship, implying that nanoscale
disruptionmaybegeneratedonmembranes.10

It is also reported that cationic NPs can
generate defects or expand pre-existing
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ABSTRACT Cationic nanoparticles (NPs) and cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) can

enter cells in an energy-independent fashion, escaping the traditional endocytosis

route, which is known as direct translocation. This unconventional entry, usually

complementary to endocytosis, features rapid uptake and thus makes both cationic

NPs and CPPs fascinating intracellular delivery agents. However, the mechanisms of

the direct translocation of both cationic NPs and CPPs across cell membranes into the

cytosol are not understood. Moreover, the relationship between direct translocation

and endocytosis is also unclear. Here, using coarse-grained molecular dynamics

simulations we show that amodel cell membrane generates a nanoscale hole to assist

the spontaneous translocation of cationic gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as well as HIV-1 Tat peptides to the cytoplasm side under a transmembrane (TM) potential.

After translocation, the AuNPs/Tat peptides move freely in the “cytoplasm” region and the membrane reseals itself within a microsecond, while the TM potential

is strongly diminished. Furthermore, we show that the shape of the cationic object is crucial in determining if it can translocate or not across. The results provide

insights into the uptake kinetics of cationic NPs/CPPs, which features the relationship between direction translocation and endocytosis. The mechanism put

forward here establishes fundamental principles of the intracellular delivery of cationic nanocarriers.

KEYWORDS: cell membranes . nanoscale holes . gold nanoparticles . cell-penetrating peptides . direct translocation .
transmembrane potential
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defects on supported lipid bilayers due to strong
binding between the particles and the lipids.11 How-
ever TEM studies have failed to observe direct evidence
of membrane disruption in living cells.3 Although it is
believed that “holes” or “pores” are generated on the
cell membrane to assist the NP's entry, the exact
mechanism of translocation is unknown.12 For CPPs,
a diverse set of experiments show that there might be
more than one pathway responsible for their uptake.8

A mixed type of endocytosis happens at low concen-
tration, while energy-independent translocation takes
place at high concentration, with CPPs dispersed in the
cytosol.13,14 The uptake of cationic CPPs also strongly
depends on the transmembrane (TM) potential.15

There are several existing hypotheses pertaining to
the spontaneous translocation of CPPs, such as the
inverse micelle model,16 the carpet model,17 and the
barrel-stave model.18 However, these models do not
provide a satisfactory explanation of the exact translo-
cation process.
Meanwhile, extensive simulation studies have emerged

in an attempt to capture the mechanism of energy-
independent translocation behavior of cationic NPs and
CPPs. Generally it is found that cationic NPs absorb or bind
strongly to lipid bilayers, causing deformation of the
membrane in favor of endocytosis.19�21 On the other
hand, simulation of CPPs shows that they can migrate
across the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer due to
strongattractionbetween thepeptides and thephosphate
groups on both sides of the bilayer.22 Although these
results capture the strong interaction of cationic NPs and
CPPs with lipid membranes, they fail to explain how these
particles translocate across membranes freely to the other
side and disperse into the cytosol, as experiments clearly
show that NPs/CPPs are inside the cell cytoplasm.2,13

Considering the similarity between cationic NPs and
CPPs (both are positively charged) and the connection
between their translocation pathways across cell mem-
branes (energy-independent, concentration-dependent,
extremely fast, transmembrane potential triggered), one
may ask a question: can they share the same translocation
mechanism? Here we attempt to answer this question.
For nanoparticle�membrane simulation, viable

methods are all-atomic molecular dynamics (AA MD),
coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG MD), dissipa-
tive particle dynamics (DPD), and self-consistent field
theory (SCFT), etc.23 AA MD gives many molecular
details but has limited time and length access. DPD
proves powerful in modeling large membrane defor-
mations such as endocytosis,21,24 but it uses a soft
potential, which does not include charge and dipole
interactions. SCFT focuseson the thermodynamics,which
proves useful indescribingmembranemorphology25 but
not charged interactions. Therefore, the most suitable
method to describe the systemwe are interested in is CG
MD with proper electrostatic interactions. Here we use
the “MARTINI” CG force fields26 with explicit polarizable

water solvent,27whichgives a relative realistic description
of the charge and dipole interactions of the membrane
system.24 Construction of AuNPs and the Tat peptide
model compatiblewith theMARTINI CG force field is fully
described in the Supporting Information. The AuNP has a
core diameter of 2.2 nm and is covered by 104 dodecane
ligands with their terminus functionalized with an am-
moniate group. The HIV-1 Tat peptide has the residues
YGRKKRRQRRR, which features positively charged argi-
nine and lysine (Figure 1a). Full details of the CG model
and constructionof thenanoparticle andpeptides canbe
found in the Supporting Information. To model a TM
potential under periodic boundary conditions, a double
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer system is
built, dividing the system into two regions: an “extra-
cellular” region, which has a relatively negative potential,
and an “intracellular” region, which has a relatively
positive potential. Salt (NaCl) is introduced to the solvent
at the physiological concentration (150 mM). The TM
potential is generated by imposing charge imbalance
between these two regions (extra Naþ in “extracellular”
regionandextraCl� in “intracellular” region). Inour system
size (18 nm � 18 nm � 50 nm), one charge imbalance
creates approximately�0.04 V TMpotential (Figure 1b). A
largermembranewith the samecharge imbalancedensity
per area of lipid, however, generates a smaller TM poten-
tial due to membrane undulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Translocation of NPs. To test the internalization path-
way of cationic nanoparticles, a cationic AuNP was
placed 3 nm above the surface of the upper bilayer in
the double-membrane system with �1.5 V TM poten-
tial (30 ionic imbalances) as initial configuration of the
simulation. During the dynamics run, the AuNP directly
translocated across the upper bilayer to the “intracel-
lular region”, as is shown by Figure 2a in perspective
view (see SV1 for full trajectory). Figure 2b shows
2.2 nm cationic AuNPs (0.4 μM) inside the cytosol of
human bronchial epithelial cells without endosomes,
indicating a nonendocytotic entry,2 which is consistent
with our simulation. Figure 2c gives the details of the
translocation process. Initially, the AuNP and mem-
branes were constrained for 10 ns to equilibrate water
and ions. After releasing the constraints, the upper
membrane immediately showed a large deformation
and a hole started to form near the center of the
membrane. On the other hand, the AuNP started tomove
toward thehole. As thenanoparticle reached theentrance
of the hole, it moved straight downward to pass through
the hole. After exiting the hole, the AuNP continued to
move down and diffuse freely in the “intracellular region”.
The entire penetrationprocess takes about 40ns. After the
AuNP translocated to the other side, the bilayer recovered
fromdeformation and the hole began to close. At roughly
60ns, theholewas completely resealed, resulting in aneat
bilayer like its initial state.
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Figure 2d shows the area of the hole opened on the
uppermembranes as a function of simulation time. The
hole started to form 2 ns after adding the AuNP to the
system, and it expanded rapidly to its maximum size,
around 28 nm2, at 15 ns. Then the size of the hole
quickly dropped down to about 3 nm2, and afterward it
gradually decreased to zero.

Figure 2e gives the ionic current of Naþ and Cl�

passing through the hole as a function of simulation
time. At the initial stage of hole formation, a large
amount of Naþ current flowed inward, while the same
amount of Cl� flowed outward, to rebalance the TM
potential across the membranes. At around 15 ns,
when the AuNP was just penetrating the hole, another
surge of Cl� current flowed inward. This is because the
surface of the AuNP is covered with chlorine ions,
which were carried with the particle across the bilayer.
A recent experiment shows that a noncytotoxic con-
centration of cationic nanoparticles induces currents
from 30 to 3000 pA in human embryonic kidney and
epidermoid carcinoma cells.10 The magnitude of the
current in the simulation here agrees with experimen-
tal measurements. Generally, a hydrophilic transmem-
brane pore is generated by the stress exerted on the
bilayer membrane. When the stress is removed, the
membrane will return to its natural state, which is a
perfect bilayer. In this case, the uneven distribution of
charges causes the formation of a hydrophilic pore on
the upper membrane. After the translocation of the
AuNPs as well as the exchange of ions, the charges are
evenly distributed across the membrane, which allows
the bilayer to relax and consequently to reseal the
pore. Realistically, pores on living cell membranes can
only reseal themselves when mechanical stress on the

membrane is removed as well as local transmembrane
potential around the pores disappears.

Figure 2f gives the TM potential as a function of
distance along the bilayer normal at three different
stages of the simulation. The pure bilayer system
without AuNPs has a TM potential of ∼1.5 V. When
the AuNP was added to the system and constrained to
the initial position, the TM potential surged to approxi-
mately�4 V, which results in a transmembrane electric
field up to �0.5 V/nm. It was reported that such high
electric field was enough to induce electroporation on
pure lipid bilayers.28 Cell membranes, however, are
embedded with various proteins, which typically pos-
sess higher polarities compared to the hydrophobic
lipid tails. This may significantly reduce the local TM
potential required to generate holes on the cell mem-
brane. It should be noted that the potential gradient is
not felt by the nanoparticle at this moment, implying
that a hole must be created prior to the AuNP's down-
ward movement. Finally, after the AuNP translocation
and the exchange of ions across the bilayer, and the
subsequent closure of the hole, the TM potential is
reduced to aminor value ofþ0.1 V, suggesting that this
hole-generating translocation mechanism can cause
depolarization of cells. Indeed, recent experiments
show that cationic AuNPs are able to reduce the TM
potential of up to 60 mV in four different cell lines.3

Figure 3 gives the electric potential profile of the
system when the hole was at its fastest expanding rate
and the AuNP was about to penetrate the hole at 4 ns.
The potential profile was generated using 20 frames
with an interval of 0.02 ns. Five two-dimesional poten-
tial contour maps corresponding to slices at different x
coordinates (the yellow planes in the perspective box)

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the individual components used in the simulation. Polarizable water has two lateral CG beads,
which carry a positive and a negative charge, respectively. (b) The double membrane system with a transmembrane (TM)
potential. The “intracellular” region has X more Cl� and X less Naþ than the “extracellular” region, which results in a TM
potential of �(0.04X) V.
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are given. Profiles 1, 2, and 3 cut through the hole,
while profiles 2, 3, and 4 cut through the nanoparticle.
Profile 5 cuts through the normal region on the bilayer
membrane without touching the AuNP or the hole,
where the potential difference between “extracellular
region” and “intracellular region” is mostly maintained.
As it comes closer to the “hole” region, the difference of
potential between the two regions is gradually com-
promised. Note that in profile 1, which cuts through the
center of the hole, the potential difference around the
hole disappears, while it slightly remains at the per-
iphery regions. The AuNP features a highly positive
potential, which can be easily identified in profiles 2, 3,
and 4 as a red ball. Profile 2 shows that a small

continuous potential gradient exists between the AuNP
and the intracellular region, as the color transition from
red to blue through the hole. This potential difference
results in the driving force that drags the AuNP down-
ward through the hole, which is the direct reason for the
nanoparticle translocation. Stationary ions can also be
clearly identified in all the profiles, as they gather on the
surface of both upper and lower membranes. Profile 2
shows that the rim of the hole is also covered by Naþ

and Cl�. These ions may exert collective forces on the
membrane that contribute to the deformation of the
membrane and the generation of the hole.

To prove that the TM potential is responsible for the
cationic nanoparticle translocation, simulations were

Figure 2. Direct translocation of a cationic AuNP across a lipid membrane under�1.5 V TM potential. (a) Perspective view of
the AuNP�double-bilayer system at the beginning of the simulation, the AuNP penetrating through the hole, and the end of
the simulation. (b) TEM image indicating nonendocytotic uptake of cationic AuNP (concentration = 0.4 μM) in human
bronchial epithelial cells without disrupting the cell plasma membrane.3 (c) Snapshots of the side view and top view of the
penetration process. Ions and water are omitted in the top view for clarity. (d) Area of the hole generated on the upper
membrane as a function of simulation time. Error bars indicate standard error of themean (SEM). (e) Naþ and Cl� current flow
through the hole as a function of simulation time. (f) TM potential at different stages of simulation: double-membrane system
resting, initial addition of AuNP, and the end of simulation after AuNP translocation and membrane reseal.
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carried out with zero TM potential. In this case, neither
hole formation nor nanoparticle translocation was
observed after introducing the AuNP to the double-
membrane system. Instead, the AuNP was found to
attach to the surface of the upper membrane, consis-
tent with previous simulations.20 Experiments show
that the uptake of cationic AuNPs in depolarized cells
(treated with 40 mM KCl) is significantly reduced
compared to that in normal cells, which further corro-
borates that the TM potential is a major factor in
causing nonendocytotic translocation. In the case of
anionic AuNPs, the simulation revealed that they do
not induce hole formation under TM potential, and
therefore no translocation occurs. Instead they also
attach to the bilayer surface, implying an endocytotic
entry or other energy-independent pathway that is still
not clearly understood.29

For the case where the TM potential is low, approxi-
mately less than or equal to 0.2 V (5 ionic imbalances),
a single cationic AuNP binds only to the upper surface
of the membrane (the second configuration from left),
a common motif for charged nanoparticles found
in various simulations.20 A recent experiment shows
that cationic AuNPs penetrate DSPC (1,2-distearoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine) floating lipid bilayers and
reside in the hydrophobic moiety.30 Without a TM
potential, such insertion is indeed energetically favor-
able but is difficult to observe in simulations since it
takes seconds for the nanoparticle to overcome the
water�bilayer interface.31 In this case, one NP is not
enough to generate holes, but it does exert stress on
the membrane, resulting in bilayer stretching. A 12.2%
increase in area is observed. Such stresses could lead to
large undulations in living cell plasma membranes.3

We then introduced a second AuNP 15 nm above the
upper surface of the membrane. After the insertion of
the second AuNP, hole formation occurred on the
upper membrane beneath the first AuNP, and it sub-
sequently translocated across the bilayer. The second
AuNP was not able to translocate to the “intracellular

region”, as the hole was closed before it could reach
the proximity of the membrane. This result suggests
that a higher concentration of cationic nanoparticles is
more likely to break cell membranes and allow them to
translocate across it. Indeed, experiments have shown
that a higher concentration of AuNPs can cause a larger
change to the TM potential.3 Furthermore, in the
simulations that have two AuNPs, only the AuNP closer
to the membrane will translocate, while experiments
have shown that half of the cationic AuNPs enter cells
through direct translocation while the other half is sub-
ject to energy-dependent entry.3,32 Simulations show
that nanoparticles closer to cell membranes or already
attached to their surface seemmore likely to translocate.

Translocation of CPPs. During the past decades, the
cell entry of CPPs was the subject of strong contro-
versy. Several mechanisms including the inverse mi-
celle model and the membrane disruption model
(with peptide migration) were proposed regarding
the mechanism of CPPs' energy-independent entry.
Our simulations, however, suggest a TM potential-
drivenmembrane-hole assisting entrymechanism that
differs from the existing ones. To test the translocation
behavior of CPPs, an HIV-1 Tat peptide was put 3 nm
above the upper membrane under �1.5 V TM poten-
tial, as in the case of AuNP. Here a single Tat peptide
carries 8 positive charges, while an AuNP carries 104
positive charges. For the case of one Tat peptide, it
eventually attached to the membrane surface without
generating holes. To increase the concentration we
put nine Tat peptides above the upper membrane
in a plane normal to the z-axis (Figure 5a). The charge
that they carried in total was comparable to that of
the AuNPs investigated before. Similarly, when the
peptides are released after equilibration, the mem-
brane experienced large deformation and a hole was
formed beneath the peptides but slightly displaced. As
the hole was formed, four of the peptides closer to the
aperture were sucked into the hole and consequently
translocated across the bilayer (Figure 5c and SV2).

Figure 3. Potential contour maps of the double-membrane system when the AuNP is dragged toward the hole 4 ns after its
release. Each contour map corresponds to each cross sectional slice at different x coordinates in the perspective snapshot
(1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). The potential in the contour maps is in volts.
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After translocation, those four peptidesmoved freely in
the “intercellular region” and the hole resealed itself at
roughly 60 ns. The area of hole as a function of time
shows a similar trend to that for AuNP, only with a
smaller value and a longer initial time before its
formation (Figure 5d). As we reduced the number
of the peptides to five or lower, the formation of
holes on the bilayer membrane and their transloca-
tion was not observed, suggesting their entry into
the cell is concentration-dependent (Figure S7).
Again, the concentration dependence of HIV-1 Tat
peptides' translocation is reported in many
experiments.6,13,14

Figure 5b shows the cellular uptake of the Tat
peptide in a HeLa cell using fluorescence at different
concentrations (5, 10, and 20 μM, respectively).13 At 5
and 10 μM, the Tat peptide was found only in vesicles,
implying an endocytotic entry, which is consistent with
our simulations, where peptides attach to the mem-
brane surface only at low concentration (Figure S7). In
contrast, Tat peptides at 20 μM are found evenly
distributed in the cytosol inmost of the cells, indicating
direct entry. This corresponds to our simulation of
peptides translocating across cellular bilayer mem-
branes at high concentration. Similar to nanoparticles,
experiments show that direct translocation is always
supplemented by endocytosis, which agrees with our
simulation results that nearly half of the CPP does not
translocate. In a lipid vesicle assay, it is found that
penetratin and its related peptides translocate across
lipid bilayers only in the presence of a transbilayer
potential,33 and they induce minimal perturbation to
the overall integrity of the bilayer, which further corro-
borates our simulation results.

The above simulation utilizes nine separate pep-
tides. This lends the question, What if we combine

these peptides together and give them a structure?
Bearing this in mind, we constructed a compact cluster
(Figure 6a) and a long peptide chain (Figure 6b) with its
secondary structure as an R-helix using these nine
peptides. As we put them in the same simulation, the
observed result is quite different. For the compacted
cluster, it penetrates through the hole as the AuNP did
(Figure 6c). For the R-helix, it does not translocate
across the membrane, although a hole was generated
on the bilayer (Figure 6d). This indicates that different
molecular shapes could result in completely different
cell entry mechanisms.

Since the living biological membranes are slightly
negatively charged, we introduced negative lipids,
DPPG (dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol), to the DPPC
bilayer. Two kinds of negative bilayer (10% DPPG and
20% DPPG) have been tested. For both negative
bilayers, results show that AuNPs and CPPs translo-
cated across the “intracellular region” through holes
generated on the membrane with little change to the
pure DPPC bilayer. These negative lipids seem to have
little effect on the translocation behavior of both
AuNPs/CPPs, as the excessive negative charges may
be screened by the counterions. A notable earlier work
involves a series of simulations carried out by H. Lee
and R. Larson34 to study dendrimer�membrane inter-
actions using the standard MARTINI CG force field
(without polarizable water). The results show that
cationic dendrimers generally bind to a bilayer mem-
brane surface, while larger dendrimers may induce
holes on the bilayer. However, holes induced by catio-
nic dendrimers involve strong binding between its
NH3

þ terminals and lipid head groups, which follows
a different mechanism of hole generation under trans-
membrane potential here. Interestingly they found
that a relative spheroidal shape of the dendrimer is

Figure 4. Direct translocation of AuNPs across lipid membranes under a �0.2 V TM potential. (a) Initial setup of the
simulation. (b) AuNP attached to the surface of the membrane. Snapshot is taken at the end of the 120 ns simulation. (c) A
second AuNPwas introduced 15 nm above the uppermembrane in the “extracellular region”. (d) A hole formed on the upper
membrane and the first AuNP penetrated though the hole. (e) The first AuNP completely translocated into the “intracellular
region”, while the secondAuNP remainedat the “extracellular” region, and themembrane resealed itself. Snapshot is taken at
280 ns of the simulation.
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more efficient than a linear shape of poly-L-lysine poly-
mer in increasing membrane permeability,35 which
seems to some extent to agree with our simulation that
showed that clustered peptides are more likely to trans-
locate compared to linear peptides.

Uptake Kinetics. The results allow us to gain an in-
depth look into the intracellular uptake kinetics of
cationic nanoparticles/biomolecules. When a certain
concentration of cationic nanoparticles/biomolecules
is added to the extracellularmedium, a small portion of
the cationic particles reaches the cell membranes by
diffusion. Once they come close to the membranes,
these particles are attracted to the chargedmembrane

proteins located on the cell surface (Figure 7a). Asmore
cationic particles diffuse closer to the membrane, they
begin to alter the local electric field across the mem-
brane. When a certain concentration of particles is
reached in the local membrane area, holes begin
to open on the membranes, which provide passage
for direct translocation of the particles that are already
attached to the membrane surface (Figure 7b). The
fast direct translocation corresponds to the initial surge
of uptake of cationic AuNPs.32 However the hole-
opening direct translocation weakens the transmem-
brane potential of the targeted cells. As more holes
are opened on the membrane, at a certain point, the

Figure 5. Direct translocation of HIV-1 Tat peptides across a lipid membrane under �1.5 V TM potential. (a) Perspective
view of the 9-peptide�double-membrane system at the beginning of the simulation, Tat peptides penetrating through
a hole, and the end of the simulation. (b) Uptake of Tat peptides in HeLa cells at different concentration (5, 10, and
20 μM; scale bar is 20 μm).13 (c) Snapshots of side view and top view of the penetration process. Ions are omitted in the top
view for clarity. (d) Area of the hole generated on the upper membrane by Tat peptide and AuNP as a function of
simulation time, respectively. Error bars indicate SEM. (e) Naþ and Cl� current through the hole as a function of
simulation time.
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transmembrane potential is depleted. Then the parti-
cles can no longer enter cells by this direct trans-
location mechanism. Instead, they enter cells by en-
docytosis (Figure 7c).1 This stage corresponds to the
slowing of the uptake process.32 In response to the side
effect of uptake, the depolarized cells will try to re-
establish their inner potential by launching a series of
cellular processes, including the increase of Ca2þ level
in the cytosol. As the TMpotential is gradually restored,
some of the particles are able to enter the cell again by
direct translocation, while others are taken up by the
cell through endocytosis (Figure 7d). This corresponds
to the slight recovery of the uptake process.32 In
principle, the uptake rate of direct translocation should
depend on the restoration rate of the TM potential.
However cellular response triggered by depolarization
is an extremely complicated anddynamic process; thus
more information is needed to understand the post-
effect of initial uptake. Generally, one will always
observe a mixed entry pathway of both direct translo-
cation and endocytosis.

For the particles that cannot be pushed thought
holes on living cell plasma membranes due to their

shape or other factors that hinder their translocation,
they are probably being pushed closer to the mem-
brane surface by the electric field or even partly
penetrate the holes, which eventually leads to the
anchoring of the particles on the membranes (Figure
S8). This will accelerate the subsequent endocytosis
process as it increases the contract area between
particles and the cell plasma membrane. Indeed,
experiments have shown that even if it is not direct
penetration, positively charged nanoparticles have a
much faster rate of endocytosis.2,32

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, cationic NPs and CPPs can sponta-
neously translocate across model cell membranes
under a TM potential through a similar mechanism.
Transient holes are generated on the bilayer mem-
brane in response to a strong local potential difference
that serves to drive the particles inside the cell. After-
ward, the membranes reseal themselves and the TM
potential in the local area is diminished. The shape of
the cationic particles greatly affects their translocation

Figure 7. Uptake kinetics of cationic particles. (a) Cationic particles approach and adhere to negatively charged proteins on
the cell membrane surface. (b) More particles diffuse close to the membranes and change the local electric field. Cell
membranes open “doors” for particles, allowing them to directly translocate into the cytosol. (c) Transmembrane potential
decreases and intracellular Ca2þ level increases. Cationic particles are taken up by the cell through receptor-mediated
endocytosis. (d) Transmembrane potential is gradually restored. Uptake of cationic particles shows a mixed entry (direct
translocation and endocytosis simultaneously).

Figure 6. Effect of shape on the peptide translocation behavior. A compact cluster (a) and anR-helix (b) both comprising 9 Tat
peptides are tested in the double-membrane systemunder�1.5 V TMpotential. Snapshots (c, d) showdifferent translocation
behavior of the spheroidal cluster and the chain-like R-helix.
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behavior. Such membrane potential-driven transloca-
tion is also utilized by cationic agents to enter the cell
nucleus (it is believed that the cell nucleus carries a
further negative potential to the cytosol), which is why
cationic agents are demonstrated to have a higher
nuclear localization rate in various experiments.36,37

Therefore, the TMpotential not only is necessary in the
regulation of various cell essential functions but also

provides a natural avenue for cationic agents to enter
cells. In fact, this intrinsic feature of cells may have
been harnessed by certain proteins for their energy-
independent entry, as some viruses have already
evolved to utilize this natural weakness to break
cell boundaries. Biomedical engineers could exploit
this weakness in their favor in designing novel drug
carriers and gene vectors.

METHODS SECTION
Polarizable Water in the CG Model. The MARTINI CG force field is

used in our simulations.38 The CG model is developed on the
basis of structural properties of molecules and partitioning free
energies in different solvents. Using a 4:1 mapping scheme, the
model manages to enhance computational efficiency by
roughly 3 orders of magnitude compared to atomistic models.
Here we apply explicit polarizable water to give a relatively
accurate description of the electrostatic interactions, however,
at the expense of increasing computational cost.27 The structure
of the standard and polarizable water can be seen in Figure S1.
The standard CG water does not have an explicit dipole
momentum. Therefore the system is treated with a global
dielectric constant of εr = 15, which is a compromise between
large ε in water and small ε in the hydrophobic regions such as
the interior of the lipid membrane. In the polarizable water
model, the global dielectric constant is reduced to εr=25 to give
a realistic dielectric behavior in the hydrophobic regions.

CG Model of AuNPs. The gold nanocrystalline core of the gold
nanoparticle is characterized by face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice
structures and truncated-octahedron (TO) morphology.39 It has
a “magic number” of 314 with a diameter of 2.2 nm (Figure S2a).
The core was obtained by cutting the TOþ crystal out of a bulk
gold face-centered-cube lattice. Many-body embedded-atom
potential was employed to equilibrate the core at room
temperature.40 We obtained the distribution of alkanethiol
chains on the surface of the core by atomistic molecular
dynamics simulation with various force fields in combination.41

The final number of equilibrated alkanethiol chains on the bare
Au314 corewas 104,which yielded a coverageof 60.0%and surface
area per thiol chain of 0.075 nm2 (Figure S2b). The atomistic AuNP
model is mapped into CG beads according to the MARTINI
mapping scheme. After the mapping, we calibrated the bond
and nonbond parameters between the beads in the CG force field
to fit experimental data, which is the radius of gyration, diffusion
coefficient, and average carbon distance (Figure S2d).42

CG Model of Tat Peptide. The HIV-1 Tat peptide has the residues
YGRKKRRQRRR, which feature positively charged arginine and
lysine groups. The CG model of the Tat peptides is built
according to the newly added MARTINI protein force field.
The new protein force fields are developed following the same
philosophy as the lipid force field inMARTINI.43 Figure S3 indicates
the intra amino acid bonded potentials for different geometric
classes of amino acids (containing either one, two, three, or four
side-chain beads plus one backbone bead). The all-atomic model
of the Tat peptide was generated with PEP-FOLD.44 The atomistic
model was then converted into the CG model according the
MARTINI mapping scheme. The secondary structure of the Tat
peptides is set to be a random coil. The CG Tat peptide was then
relaxed in water. Figure S4 shows both the equilibrated atomistic
structure and CG structure of a single Tat peptide.

Double-Membrane System. Dipalmitoylphosphaticlylcholine is
used as lipid molecules. Two patches of identical lipid mem-
branes have a total of 2064 DPPC, and each membrane pos-
sesses 1032 lipid molecules. The dimensions of the system are
18 nm � 18 nm � 50 nm. The lower membrane is 5 nm away
from the bottom of the box, while the upper membrane is
20 nm away from the top. After adding polarizable water
solvent, the system was simulated for 40 ns to equilibrate the
water and lipid membranes. Salt (NaCl) was introduced to the

solvent at physiological concentration (150 mM), followed by
another 40 ns simulation to equilibrate the ions. A typical simula-
tion system in this article has a 30 ionic imbalance, which results in
an approximately �1.5 V transmembrane potential (“intracellular
region” relative to “extracellular region”). Figure S5gives the charge
density of both Naþ and Cl� in the double-membrane system.

Simulation Setup. Typically, nanoparticles/peptides are
placed 3 nm above the upper membrane. After the insertion
of the cationic objects, counterions are added to the solvent to
ensure electroneutrality. Before the production run, nanoparti-
cles/peptides as well as the two lipid membranes were con-
strained for another 10 ns to further equilibrate water and
counterions. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. The
system temperature was set at 305 K for all cases. Berendsen
temperature coupling and Berendsen pressure coupling are
used to set the system in an NPT ensemble. The particle mesh
ewald (PME) method was applied to calculate the long-range
electrostatic interactions. The dielectric constant is set at 2.5 to
ensure realistic behavior of polarizable water. Short-ranged
electrostatic interactions are cut off at 1.4 nm, while van de
Waals interactions are cut off at 1.2 nm. All simulations were
performed by the GROMACS 4.5.6 package.45
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